
Construction Permanent - borrower owns the land

When the borrower owns the land where the 
home will be constructed, Purchase Lot 
Separately is marked and Existing Liens is 
answered, if applicable. Estimated Cost of 
Improvements is the cost to build the home.

When Existing Liens is answered; the Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure show "Refinance" as the PURPOSE; 
otherwise, if there were no liens on the land the PURPOSE would be "Construction".   

•

PROP. VALUE is the Appraised Value.•



The loan will have 12 monthly payments of only interest, during the construction phase, and 360 monthly P&I 
payments in the permanent financing. 

•

•

In the example above,

Since the borrower already owns the Real 
Estate, Purchase Money is not answered. 

Adjustable Payment (AP) Table disclosures are required in a construction loan, when there are interest only payments.  

In the AR table, the amount and range of the first periodic P&I payment that may change, can be left blank.  However, since the 
drawn balance for the first payment is unlikely to be the same as the balance used to calculated the payment under appendix D,
the timing of the first change is "1st payment".

Subsequent Changes is disclosed as the smallest period of adjustments that may occur.  

Maximum Payment is the first payment of principal and interest, counting from the first payment under the construction phase.  
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When there is no seller the alternative Calculating Cash to Close table may be disclosed.

Estimated Total Payoffs and Payments includes 
Estimated Cost of Improvements of $220,000 and the 
Amount of Existing Liens, $35,000, that will be satisfied 
as part of the transaction.

The Closing Disclosure reflects a change in (D) Total Loan Costs and the final payoff of the existing lien on the property.  

Construction Holdback and Construction Costs are separate entries. Construction Holdback is entered in the questions under 
Payoffs and Payments.
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